DEVELOP, part of NASA’s Applied Sciences Program, addresses environmental and public policy issues through interdisciplinary research projects that apply the lens of NASA Earth observations to community concerns around the globe.

In this Geospatial Brown Bag, learn about the DEVELOP program, and its 10-week research internship opportunities for students and recent college graduates. DEVELOP participants gain research and scientific communication experience and learn about NASA Earth observation capabilities.

Bridging the gap between NASA Earth Science and society, DEVELOP builds capacity in both participants and partner organizations to better prepare them to address the challenges that face our society and future generations. With the competitive nature and growing societal role of science and technology in today’s global workplace, DEVELOP is fostering an adept corps of tomorrow’s scientists and leaders.

Tim Mayer is the NASA DEVELOP Center Lead with USGS at Colorado State University. Tim completed his MS in Environmental Science and a GIS graduate certificate from the University of Illinois at Springfield. His research interests include invasive species, small mammal ecology, biogeography, and habitat suitability modeling.